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DEVELOPED BY Sunrise Inc. and Avalon / CIRCLE OF CREATION 1. HIGHLIGHTS - Explore an Exciting Game World,
from the Simple Battle in the Fields, to the Ever-changing Dungeons - Meet a Wide Range of Characters with
Their Own Story; Share Your Own Story Through Character Development - Experience the vivid world with a
Wide Range of Visuals and Storytelling in the Game 2. COMPATIBILITY - All versions of Android devices and iOS
devices are supported - Console (Playstation 4, Xbox One) is supported on PC version 3. ABOUT THE DEVELOPER
Sunrise Inc. and Avalon / CIRCLE OF CREATION (Avalon Code) are a group of companies that specialize in
creating games that stand apart from the crowd by collaborating closely with developers, artists, and other
partners. To date, they have released multiple games under the titles of Hyperdimension Neptunia, Chantelise,
Brave Exvius, Donghijinko Danshi to Zetsubou-Sensei, and God Wars, as well as the mobile game, Brave
Frontier. 4. CONTACT US Note: This is the English version of the announcement message. Korean and Japanese
versions will be released shortly. - Please contact us via [email protected] - Questions and inquiries that are not
confirmed through email will not be answered. - Please include the subject "Elden Ring via Google Play" - We will
ask to kindly provide the following information if you contact us via other means: Your country (e.g. Japan) and
personal details (e.g. account number). Elden Ring via Google Play RIDE THE STORM OF THE TORCH BANNER!
The Elden Rune Wars Action RPG is a fantasy action RPG that crosses genres and allows you to wield the power
of the martial arts, the precision of the gun, and the magic of the Elements. Take part in the action packed
journey of a young hero. Lead a heroic party of up to four characters and fully customize your army as you

Features Key:
Create and develop your own character Responsible for fighting the demon threat of the Demon Realm. Through
various modes and events in various routes, your character will grow.
Onslaught of an Unforgiving World Prepare yourself for the battlefield; battles against fierce enemies await your
every step. At times you may feel intimidated by falling monsters in a three-dimensional environment, but take
heart! As you gain strength, your character will be able to withstand more powerful enemies.
Action with Various Weapons The combat action accompanying your steps forward, you'll have a sense of
engagement that your character develops through various motions.
Combat Action with Special Effects Equipping a weapon possessing a powerful effect brings forth special effects
you can utilize. You can utilize those special effects even during online play.
Unparalleled Completeness Experience the new fantasy action RPG that combines the action of your standard
mmorpg with the interaction of a third-person action game. Enjoy the story that marks the beginning of a mythof-a-land.
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